||/|U = supieS|/(x)| for each/£G3(S).
We may now define
Mf(x) = f f(y)p(x,dy)
for each Borel function f on S for which the integral exists. By the Hahn Decomposition Theorem, fs\ p\ (x, dy) < oo for each x£5. Thus Mf(x) exists for each x£5 whenever/£03(S).
Moreover |A//(x)| = II/II°°/s|m! (x, dy). We would like to know if Mf is measurable and, if so, if M defines a bounded linear operator on <$>(S) (considering 03(5) as a Banach space with the sup norm).
In potential theory on Hilbert space [l], [2] , families of measures of the above form often arise which possess the property that/£ &(S) =>Af/£e(S).
In some important cases, the measures are all nonnegative. We will investigate the regularity imparted to M and to the family {p(x, dy)} by assumptions of this nature. Since the context in which this problem arises is one where the underlying space is not locally compact, the measures are not translation invariant, and the norm (or metric) is not differentiable, we wish to avoid any techniques which would require these additional assumptions.
In fact, the only assumption on 5 is that it be a metric space. When the family {pix, dy)} is nonpositive, then Aff"(x)/^(x, P) and the lower semicontinuity of ju(x, F), and hence the upper semicontinuity of pix, G), follow. = lim"^00 p(x, En) =limn_M p'(x, E")=p'(x, E). Thus S contains the field generated by the closed sets and is closed under monotone limits.
It follows that S is the Borel cr-field of 5.
For the next proposition, we will assume that the measures are all nonnegative. We call E an absolute null set relative to {p(x, dy): x ES} if p(x, E) =0 for all x£5. Proof. Set S= {p: MxEix) exists and is measurable}.
S contains the open and the closed sets in 5 (by Proposition 1). If P belongs to the field generated by the closed sets, and if we construct {h"} as in the proof of Corollary 1.1, then Mhn is measurable for each n and Mhn-^>MxE-Thus PG §. Since S is obviously closed under monotone limits, it follows that S is the Borel cr-field of S. Now the set of all / such that Mfix) exists and is measurable contains the characteristic functions of the Borel sets and is closed under bounded pointwise limits. Thus it includes all/Go3(S). Then /*Gft3(S), |H|.= 1, and fsf*iy)pix, dy) =/s|/x| ix, dy). Since M is bounded, we must have fs\p\ ix, dy) ^||ilPJ| for each xES. 
